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Thesis Summary
This thesis begins with a broad overview of modern cartridge components and firearm
parts. This is to ensure that the reader has a basic understanding of the material discussed
later in this thesis. Many cartridge and firearm terms are used incorrectly in common
language, which can cause confusion when discussing the technical aspects of these
subjects. For example, the term “bullet” is often used to refer to an entire cartridge when,
in fact, the bullet is only the projectile portion of a cartridge. Without a clear
understanding of the differences between common industry terms, the reader will not be
able to follow the discussion presented in this thesis.
After the terms overview, an explanation of handloading, the process of assembling
ammunition from its individual components, is given. The benefits of handloading,
including cost-savings, increased accuracy, and improved versatility over using factory
loaded ammunition are also discussed.
The increased accuracy and versatility available to handloaders comes from developing
combinations of components, called loads, which meet specific needs. There are many
different ways to develop loads, depending on the intended purpose of the load. A load
development method known as the Ladder Test was performed for this thesis. The
Ladder Test is a load development method that isolates a powder charge range that is the
most accurate. This is done by assembling a series of cartridges that are identical in every
aspect except powder charge weight. These cartridges are then fired at a target and the
variations in impact positions on the target is recorded. The most accurate powder charge
range, known as an accuracy node, can be determined by analyzing the impacts on the
target.
The step by step process of assembling the handloaded ammunition used in the Ladder
Test is described in this thesis. Handloading is a very precise process that requires
specialized equipment. While it is not an overly dangerous process, there are some basic
safety requirements and attention to detail needed when handloading. The handloading
steps described in this thesis are not meant to be used as a guide, but are provided to help
the reader understand each area of cartridge control and improvement made possible by
handloading.
Finally, a side by side comparison of handloaded ammunition to factory ammunition in
three different market segments is made. The type of components, manufacturing
tolerances, and intended uses of ammunition within each market segment is discussed.
The price per shot of ammunition within each market segment is compared to the cost of
the cartridges handloaded for this project. The results of this comparison show that
handloading, especially when used with component specifications obtained via load
development methods, results in higher quality ammunition for a significantly lower price
than similar commercial offerings.
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Abstract
The purpose of this thesis is to educate the reader on the appeal of assembling firearm
ammunition from its individual components, a process known as “handloading,” in
comparison to factory assembled ammunition. This is accomplished by providing the
reader with the benefits of handloading with an overview of the handloading process.
Then, an example of a handload development method (Ladder Test) is discussed
dis
and
performed. The results from the test are then analyzed and explained. Finally, the
handloaded ammunition from the test is compared by function and price to factory
ammunition from three different market segments.
The project portion of this thes
thesis
is involved performing a Ladder Test. A Ladder Test
involves handloading a series of cartridges, with each successive cartridge receiving a
steadily increased powder charge. These cartridges are then fired at a target and the
results are recorded.
When done correctly, a Ladder Test should reveal a phenomena known as an “accuracy
node,” where the target shows a clear clustering of impacts. The importance of finding,
and the uses of, an accuracy node to the handloader are explained in detail. The
combination
ination of forces occurring during the firing process that create the accuracy node
phenomena are also discussed.
In conclusion, a current market analysis of factory loaded ammunition is conducted.
Findings from the analysis are compared tto
o handloaded ammunition. This invites the
reader to think critically about how handloaded ammunition fits within the current
ammunition market. These findings show why handloaded ammunition can far surpass all
other ammunition offerings, especially those oof a similar price point.

Figure 1.a
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Common Cartridge Component and Firearm Definitions
In order to better understand the material presented in this thesis, the reader must possess
a rudimentary understanding of modern cartridge components, the cartridge combustion
combusti
process, and firearm and rifle parts
parts. This section will provide the necessary background
needed to fully understand the thesis material.

Cartridge Components
Cartridge – A single complete functional unit of ammunition. A
cartridge is made from four different components
components: case, gunpowder,
bullet, and primer.
Figure 2.a shows a completed rifle cartridge and its components.
The term cartridge is also used to refer to a specific amm
ammunition
type. For example, the 308 Winchester “cartridge” is a distinct type
of ammunition with its own unique external dimension and
combustion pressure range
range. Other examples include the 9mm Luger
cartridge and 30-06
06 Springfield cartridge.
Note: The
he term “caliber” is sometimes used to differentiate between
cartridge types. This is technically incorrect as caliber refers to the
diameter of the projectile or firearm bore and not to the cartridge as
Figure 2.a
a whole.. Several distinct cartridges may have the same caliber. For
example, 3088 Winchester, 30
30-06 Springfield, and 30-30
0 Winchester are all 30-caliber
30
and
fire a projectile with a .308 inch diameter.
Case – The case is the body of the cartridge that houses the other three components. The
dimensions of the case is specific to each cartridge type.
The case is the main functional difference between cartridges
cartridges.. Two distinct cartridges
may use the same bullet, powder, and primer but have different case dimensions.
Cases are most commonly made of metal for rifle and pistol
istol ammunition and plastic for
shotgun ammunition.. Rifle and pistol cases are most often made of brass and can be
referred to as “brass” under these circumstances. When a cartridge’s case is made of a
different material than brass, it can be referred to as such. Rifle and pistol ammunition
that has its case made out of steel is known as “steel cased.” The cases of shotgun
ammunition are almost always plastic and are known as “shells.”
Note: There have been some experimental cartridges that do not have a typical case.
Instead, the propellant in caseless ammunition acts as the case by housing the other
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components. The author is aware of no commercially available firearms that use caseless
ammunition so caseless ammunition will be ignored for the purpose of this thesis.
Bullet – The bullet is the name given to the projectile portion of the cartridge that is
accelerated away from the firearm during firing.
The bullet is the most variable cartridge component. The shape, weight and
characteristics of a bullet will depend on the cartridge it is used in and the intended
purpose the firearm is used for. Common bullet types include full metal jacket (FMJ),
soft point (SP), hollow point (HP), polymer tipped, and round nose lead (RNL).
Bullet weight is measured in grains, an English measurement used to express the weight
of cartridge components. There are 437.5 grains in one ounce.
Note: Often, the term bullet is used incorrectly in place of cartridge. The bullet is only a
single component of the cartridge. The same applies to the term “round” as it is a
holdover from the times when bullets were spherical in shape.
Gunpowder – The gunpowder, or powder, is the propellant used within a cartridge,
located directly behind the bullet, which is burned to accelerate the bullet. The amount of
powder in a cartridge is known as the powder charge. Modern gunpowder is referred to
as “smokeless powder” because it produces significantly less smoke than its predecessor,
black powder. Powder charge weight is also expressed in grains.
When smokeless powder is ignited in a confined space, like inside of a cartridge case, it
burns very quickly. Burning the powder changes its chemical state from a solid to a gas.
Because compounds in their gaseous state take up substantially more volume than their
solid counterparts, the act of burning the powder in a confined space creates pressure that
must be released. When this occurs inside of a chambered cartridge case, this pressure is
released by pushing the bullet out of the case and propelling it down the barrel.
Varieties of smokeless powder differ in composition and granule shape. The composition
and shape of the powder determine its rate of ignition, or how fast it burns. For powders
of the same composition, the surface area of the individual granules, a product of their
shape, determines burning speed.
Typically faster burning powders are used for pistol cartridges while slower burning
powders are used for rifle cartridges. Faster powders are needed for pistol ammunition
because the shorter barrel length of a pistol allows less time for the powder to accelerate
the projectile. Because rifles are designed with longer barrel lengths, a slower burning
variety of powder can be used.
Primer – The primer is the cartridge component, consisting of a metal body incasing a
small amount of priming mixture, which causes the ignition of the powder charge when
struck with sufficient force.
There are two main types of primers; rimfire and centerfire. Cartridges are often
categorized by the primer type they use. Rimfire cartridges use a priming system where
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the priming mixture is contained within the outside edges of the case rim while centerfire
c
cartridges have a separate primer that is aligned along the
he central axis of the case.
case
In a centerfire cartridge, the primer sits inside the primer cup,, a formed pocket located
on the bottom
om of a case. When the primer is struck, the ignited priming mixture flows into
the case via the flash hole
hole,, a small hole that connects the primer cup to the interior of the
case. When the ignited priming mixture enters the case, it heats the powder charge past
its ignition temperature causing it to burn
burn.
Firearm Parts
Since this project includes the firing of the assembled cartridges, the definitions of
common firearm parts have been included in this thesis. These definitions will provide

Figure 2.b

context for portions of the project and general industry terms.
Action – The action of a firearm refers to the way in which a cartridge is inserted, fired,
and then extracted from the firearm. There are many action designs used in rifles,
including bolt action,
tion, automatic, lever action, and break ac
action.
The firearm used in this project is a bolt action rifle. This means that in order to insert a
cartridge, prepare the firearm to fire, or extract a cartridge, the shooter must physically
physi
manipulate the bolt via the bolt handle. Figure (1.b) shows the basic anatomy of a bolt
action rifle.
Note: Automatic refers to the action needing no further manipulation by the shooter after
pulling the trigger to extract and insert another cartridge. “Semi” and “fully” automatic
auto
firearms share the same action and only differ in trigger mechanics.
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Barrel – The barrel of a firearm is the hollow metal tube via which the bullet leaves the
firearm. The inside portion of the barrel is known as the bore. During the act of firing,
the bullet is forced down the bore and out of the barrel.
Chamber – The chamber of a firearm is the rearward portion of the barrel into which the
cartridge is inserted before firing and held during firing.
In modern firearms, the chamber is designed to a specific cartridge type. There are only a
few instances in which a chamber is designed to safely be used to fire more than one
cartridge type.
The act of inserting a cartridge into the chamber is known as “chambering.” The cartridge
that a firearm’s chamber has been designed for is also known as its “chambering.” For
example, a firearm designed to safely fire 308 Winchester, is said to be chambered for
308 Winchester.
Bolt – The bolt of a firearm is the part that is directly behind the chamber during firing.
This secures the cartridge within the chamber and does not allow it to move rearwards
during firing.
During firing, substantial pressure is created within the cartridge inside the chamber.
Because the bolt does not allow the cartridge to move rearward during firing, the only
avenue of escape for the pressure within the chamber is via the barrel.
In many firearms, depending on the action, the bolt also plays a role in inserting, firing
and extracting cartridges from the chamber.
Trigger – The trigger is the collective term for the mechanism, usually containing several
interacting parts, by which the firing sequence is initiated. The term “trigger” is also used
to refer to the individual piece within the trigger mechanism that is manipulated by the
shooter’s finger.
There are several types of trigger mechanisms. The trigger mechanism in most bolt action
rifles is known as a single-action trigger because it only performs the single action of
releasing the firing pin.
Firing Pin – In a bolt action rifle, the firing pin is the name for the object that comes into
contact with the cartridge’s primer when the trigger is pulled. The firing pin should strike
the primer hard enough to detonate it.
Note: Depending on the specific design of the firearm, the firing pin may be known by a
different name, such as “striker,” but maintains the same function.
Stock – The stock of a firearm is the part that connects in some fashion to the firearm and
is intended to be held by the shooter to support the firearm.
The term stock may refer to the butt, grip or forend of the firearm. The butt of the stock
is the part pulled against the shooter’s shoulder to stabilize the firearm. The grip is the
part of the stock that is designed to be held by the shooter’s firing hand. It can be attached
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or separate from the butt of the stock. The forend is the forward part of the stock, in front
of the action, that is intended to be held by the shooter’s off-hand.
A stock may be constructed of wood, plastic, fiberglass, metal, or any combination of the
four.

Handloading
Handloading is the process of assembling ready-to-fire ammunition from the individual
cartridge components, instead of buying commercially manufactured ammunition.
Handloading is often referred to as reloading because the cartridge case can be used
several times after its initial firing by “reloading” it with new components.
There are many reasons why a shooter would be interested in handloading their
ammunition instead of using factory ammunition. These reasons include economic
benefits, the ability to custom-tune the ammunition, and the versatility of handloaded
ammunition.
The initial reason people usually begin to consider handloading is to save money.
Handloaded ammunition tends to be cheaper on a shots per dollar basis compared to
similarly loaded factory ammunition, as long as the opportunity and labor costs of
handloading are not considered. The most costly single component of a cartridge is the
case, around 60-65 percent of the cartridge cost. Because cases can be reworked and
loaded several times, reloading fired cases is a great way to recoup money invested in
buying ammunition or components. A 50-60 percent savings can be expected by
handloading rather than purchasing factory ammunition. The exact amount of money
saved by using handloaded rather than factory ammunition will depend on the
components used and the cartridge type loaded.
Another reason handloaded ammunition is a popular replacement for factory ammunition
is that assembling each cartridge from individual components allows handloaders to
carefully select the combination of components that function best in their individual
firearm. By its nature, factory loaded ammunition is designed to function in thousands of
different types of firearms. It must function just as well in a semi-automatic rifle with a
chamber machined to the tightest tolerances as it does in a bolt action rifle with a
chamber barely in-spec. This means factory loaded ammunition is assembled with the
lowest common denominator in mind and may not take advantage of the characteristics
found in an individual firearm. For example, factory loaded ammunition will be able to fit
in a chamber manufactured with the shortest throat (distance from where the chamber
ends to the rifling of the barrel begins). Accuracy is enhanced when the bullet has the
least distance to travel before it is engaged by the rifling, therefor factory ammunition
will be more accurate in rifles with short throats. A handloader has the ability to assemble
cartridges that are longer than factory ammunition, effectively decreasing the distance the
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bullet has to travel before engaging the rifling regardless of an individual rifles throat
length. The ability to fine-tune ammunition to suit an individual firearm is a unique
quality of handloading. A well-developed handload will always be more accurate than
factory ammunition.
Along with custom-tuning ammunition, handloading allows the shooter to load
ammunition to increase the versatility of a firearm. The bullet manufacturer, Speer, offers
over 30 different bullets in 30-caliber alone, ranging from 100 to 200 grains. Cartridges
loaded with lighter bullets are more appropriate for varmint hunting while heavier bullets
are more appropriate for big game hunting. The powder charge size for a cartridge can
also be reduced while handloading to make reduced velocity loads that have less recoil.
This can allow a firearm chambered in a normally heavy recoiling cartridge to be used by
shooters who are more recoil-sensitive. Finding appropriate ammunition for outdated,
obsolete, or military designed cartridges can be a challenge. Handloading allows the
shooter to load ammunition that they otherwise may not be able to find.

The Handloading Process
While handloading is not an overly complex or technical process, specialized equipment
is needed to insure safe loading. There are several pieces of equipment that are necessary
for handloading, the most important of which is a quality handloading manual.
Comprehensive handloading manuals, such as the Speer Reloading Handbook #14,
include all relevant handloading information for cartridge components, safety, the
reloading process steps, and loading data. Only after understanding every aspect of the
handloading process can handloading be done safely.
This section will provide an explanation of each step of the handloading process that was
used for this project. These steps are only intended to give the reader a better
understanding of how the handloading process works and not to provide a guide to
handloading. Handloading should only be done according to the steps provided in a
reputable handloading manual.
Note: Because the cartridge cases used in this project were new and unfired, some steps
that only apply to using already fired cases have been omitted.
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Figure 4.a

Figure 4.b

A list of the cartridge components used to assemble the testing ammunition is below.
Case – New, unfired 308 Winchester cartridge cases manufactured
by Winchester were used for this project. The cases were made of
brass and loosely packaged in a re
re-sealable bag from the factory.
factory
Bullet – 30-caliber,
caliber, 150
150-grain, Hornady Super Shock Tip (SST)
bullets were used for this project. The SST line of bullets by
Hornady features a polymer tip
tip, boat tail, and a match-grade
grade copper
jacket.
Powder – Reloader 15, manufactured by Aliant Powders, was the
propellant used for this project. Reloader 15 is a pop
popular
ular powder for
short action cartridges, like the 308 Winchester.
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Primer – Primer selection for this project was based off of the
recommended primer for 308 Winchester found in the Speer
Reloading Handbook #14. Every load for 308 Winchester using
Reloader 15 powder in the handbook recommends CCI Number 200
Large Rifle primers.

Step 1 – Case Inspection
The first step in the handloading process is to visually inspect each case. In used cases
that will be reloaded, if faults such as cracks, splits, holes, bulges, and corrosions in or on
the case are found, the case is discarded and not reloaded.
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For new cases, the main concern is that the case
cases are for the correct
rect cartridge type and
that there are no excessive dents in the case.. The bottom of each case should be stamped
with the correct
cartridge
name;
any non-stamped
cases should be
discarded.

Step 2 – Case

Lubrication

After
visually
approving
each
the cases must be
Lubrication
is
smooth resizing in

inspecting
and
case to be loaded,
lubricated.
used to ensure
the next step.

Case lubrication
was done using
and a RCBS case
small amount of
was applied to the
cases were rolled
the cases in the
amount of lube
inside the case
dragging
the
across the case
lubrication on the
of the case should
avoid
hydraulic
these areas during

for this project
RCBS case lube
lube pad. After a
RCBS case lube
case lube pad, the
on the pad to coat
lube. A small
was also applied
mouth
by
mouth of the case
lube pad.
pad Any
neck or shoulder
be removed to
dents occurring on
resizing.

Figure 4.c

Step 3 – Case Sizing
The high pressure created during firing causes the cartridge case to expand against the
chamber walls momentarily. The case shrinks back down after the pressure has escaped,
but does not return
rn to its exact previous dimension
dimensions.
s. Case sizing is performed to ensure
e
that each case is of the proper dimensions before it is loaded and to prepare the case for
bullet seating.. Sizing should also be per
performed
formed on unfired cases to fix minor dents and
prepare
re the case for bullet seating.
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A sizing die is a threaded metal tube that has its internal dimensions
machined to a specific cartridge case dimensions. When a case is
inserted into the sizing die, it is resized to the proper dimensions to
insure reliable chambering
chambering. Sizing dies also have a decapping
spindle through their center that pushes out spent pprimers on used
cases. Located near the bottom of the spindle is the expander ball,
which expands the case mouth to the correct caliber to accept the
bullet at a later step. The decapping spindle with the expander ball
can be seen in Figure 4.d
4.d.
Case sizing is performed using a reloading press with a sizing die
installed. A reloading press is a piece of equipment that is used to
insert cartridge
dge cases into the installed die. Reloading dies are
installed onto a reloading press by being screwed into the threaded
hole on the top of the press. A reloading press can be used to load
any cartridge type that has a corresponding die set.
A cartridge case is placed in the reloading press using a metal part
installed on the central ram of the press called a shell holder. Once
the case is in the shell holder, it is inserted into the installed sizing
die by lowering the arm on the press. When the arm is raised back
up, the now resized case exits the sizing die and can then be
removed from the shell holder
holder. Each case is resized in this manner
and any remaining case lube is removed
removed.

Figure 4.d

After being sized, the length
ngth of each case is measured
because resizing can alter the length of the case. To
ensure proper chambering, case length must be below a
cartridge type maximum case length as noted in the
handloading
ading manual. The Speer Reloading Handbook
#14 states a maximum case length of 2.015” and a trimtrim
to
o length of 2.005” for the 308 Winchester cartridge.
For this project, the trim-to
to length, within a thousandth
of an inch, was used as the case length. Any case that
was longer than 2.005” after sizing was trimmed to the
proper length using a case trimming tool. All
measurements for this project were performed
perform
using
digital calipers.

Figure 4.e

A consistent case length is an important part of loading
accurate ammunition. Variances in Cartridge Overall
Length (COAL) and bullet seating depth can have
profound impacts on the accuracy of an individual
cartridge. The COAL is the combination of the case
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length and the length of the exposed portion of the bullet after it has been seated in the
case. By keeping a consistent case length, bullet seating depth can be controlled by

Figure 4.f

making the COAL for each completed cartridge the same.

Step 4 – Priming
After being sized, each cartridge case must have a primer inserted into the priming cup
portion of the case. Cases can be primed using stand
stand-alone
alone equipment or by the reloading
press, depending on the press being used. The press used for this project includes a
priming arm that can be swung under tthe
shell holder during priming.
When swung under the shell holder, the
priming arm extends through a small hole in
the center of the shell holder. The priming
cup of a cartridge case is located directly
above this hole when the case is in the shell
holder. After a primer is placed on the tip of
the priming arm, the main press arm is
lowered slightly to lift the shell holder abov
above

Figure 4.g

the primer on the priming arm. A cartridge case is then inserted into the shell holder and
the press arm is fully raised to extend the priming arm through the hole in the shell
holder. This forces the primer on the priming arm into the priming cup of the cartridge
case. Figure 4.g shows the bottom of a primed case and an unprimed case. The main
press arm is then slightly lowered to remove the now primed case and insert an unprimed
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case. After all the cases have been primed, the priming arm is swung out from
fr
under the
shell holder and is not used again.
Step 5 – Powder Measuring and Charging
Now that the cases have been primed, they are ready for their powder charge.
Appropriate powder charge weight is determined based on the loading data tables found
in a reputable reloading manual. The loading data table will be segmented by bullet type
and weight and will include a safe minimum starting charge and maximum charge for
each powder variety listed. The charge weight for each bullet type will depend on its
weight and the characteristics of the powder used.
Only powders specifically mentioned with
within
in the data tables and the charge weights for
that powder should be used. These powders loaded within the listed charge range have
been tested and proven safe by the loading manual authors. All other loads should only be
attempted at the loader’ss own risk.

Figure 4.h

Warning: It is extremely important to match the bullet weight and shape of the loading
data table to the bullet to be loaded. Failure to do so could result in massive
overpressure during firing leading to serious injury or death!
Once a safe powder charge has been chosen, the powder charge can now be weighed. A
mechanical RCBS RC130 powder scale was used to weigh powder charges for this
project. After being zeroed with an empty powder pan, the scale was adjusted to reflect
ref
the chosen
en powder charge. The ppowder is carefully added to the powder pan using a
powder scoop and trickler
rickler until the scale balances out. The carefully measured powder
charge is then transferred from the powder pan to the cartridge case using a powder
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funnel. Charged
ged cases are set aside to avoid ccharging
harging the same case twice. Before
charging, each cased should be visually checked to make sure it is empty. The difference

Figure 4.i

between a charged and uncharged case can be seen in Figure 4.i. A cartridge that has
been double-charged
charged could cause series injury or death from massive overpressure
over
if
fired.
Alliant Reloader 15 powder and 150-grain Hornady SST bullets were used in this project.
The loading tables found in the Speer Reloading Manual #14 for the 308 Winchester
cartridge proscribes a starting charge of 45.0 grains and a maximum charge of 49.0 grains
of Reloader 15 for 150-grain
grain bullets.
However, the 49.0 grains powder charge is noted as a compressed load. A compressed
load is where the powder charge ffills
ills the cartridge case to the point that when the bullet
is seated in the case, it physically compresses the loaded powder down. Because it is
included in the data table, this compressed load of 49.0 grains of Reloader 15 can be
considered
sidered a safe maximum charge but for the purpose of this project, compressed loads
were avoided. The
he maximum charge used for the Ladder Test was 48.0 grains of
Reloader 15 powder.

Step 6 – Bullet Seating
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Before bullet seating can be done, a Cartridge Overall Length (COAL)
must be chosen. The specific COAL used can be customized by the
loader to better fit the rifle being used, as long as it is under the
maximum specified by SAAMI for that cartridge. For th
this project a
COAL of 2.750” +/- 0.001” was used, well under the maximum COAL
of 2.810” for 308 Winchester.
A seating die must be installed on the press to perform bullet seating.
The seating die is very similar to the sizing die, but instead of
containingg parts to correctly size the cartridge case, a seating die
ensures that the bullet is inserted, or “seated,” into the case mouth
correctly. How the seating die is installed and set
set-up on the press will
depend on whether the cartridge will be crimped or not.
Crimping is the process of rolling the edge of the case mouth into a
recessed groove of the bullet, called a cannelure. Bullets that do not
have a cannelure should not be crimped.
Because the bullets used in this project do
have a cannelure, each cartridge was
crimped.

Figure 4.l

To install the seating die into the press for
bullet seating and case crimping, insert a
charged case into the shell holder and lower
Figure 4.k
the main press arm to raise the case fully.
The seating die is then screwed into the press until a slight
resistance is felt. This resistance is the case mouth making
contact with the crimp shoulder of the seating die. The seating
die should then be backed off a quarter turn. The main press
arm is then raised to lower thee cartridge case and a bullet is
gently placed on the case mouth. Inside the seating die is the

Figure 4.m
Figure 4.j
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seating stem,, which the bullet is pushed against to seat it into the case, shown in Figure
4.k.. Bullet seating depth is controlled by adjusting the seating stem using a knob on the
top of the die. The case and bullet is raised into the seating die with the seating stem fully
backed off. The seating stem is the
then lowered until it makes contact with the
t bullet. Then
the cartridge and bullet are lowered from the seating die and the seating stem is turned to
be lowered slightly. When
hen the cartridge and bullet
are now raised into the seating die, the bullet will
make contact with the seating stem and be fo
forced
into the case mouth. The first bullet seating should
be a slow process, with the seating stem lowered in
small increments and the COAL checked between
each adjustment to ensure proper seating depth.
When the bullet has been seated in the case so that
only the top portion of the cannelure is exposed, the
seating stem should be unscrewed several full turns
and the seating die screwed down onto the now
properly seated cartridge. This positions the crimp
shoulder back onto the case mouth. The seating stem
is then lowered until it makes contact with the bullet
Figure 4.n

and the entire seating die is can be locked into place by the locking ring. With the press
arm completely lowered, the cartridge case mouth should be contacting the crimping
shoulder of the seating die and the bullet should be contacting the seating stem. Now
when an unseated case with a bullet placed on top is inserted into the seating die, bullet
seating and crimping is done at the same time.
Step 7 – Cartridge Inspection
The last step in the handloading process is to conduct a final inspection of the completed
cartridges. Bullet seating depth is checked by measuring the COAL of each cartridge.
The case mouths of each cartridge are examined to check for damage from bullet seating
andd crimping. Primers are inspected to make sure they are properly seating within the
priming cup and have not been deformed or otherwise damaged. Damage to the bullet or
case could also occur during bullet seating and should be checked for.. Any cartridges that
t
do not pass this final inspection should not be used.

The Ladder Test
The “Ladder Test,” sometimes referred to as the Incremental Load Development Method
(ILDM), is the name given to a handload development method that aims to find an
accurate powder charge for a load based on an individual rifle’s barrel characteristics.
This is done by loading a series, or string, of cartridges with the exact same components
and specifications except for the powder charge. The powder charge of the series of
cartridges should begin around the minimum safe charge weight and increase by a small,
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constant increment to about the maximum safe
charge weight. The string of cartridges is then
t
fired
at a target,, in order of increasing powder charge,
while maintaining a constant Point of Aim (POA).
POA refers to the point on the target,
target at which the
rifle is aimed. A constant POA is maintained
between shots so that the Point of Impact (POI), or
where the bullet actually strikes the target, can be
measured in relation to each shot. By keeping the
POA and all loading aspects except powder charge
weight constant for each shot on the string, the
Ladder Test isolates only the effects that powder
charge
arge weight has on the POI of the bullet.
Typically,, as the powder charge of a load increases,
the POI of the bullet will rise. Now that there is
more powder in the cartridge, more gas is created
during the firing process,, increasing the chamber
pressure. This increase in pressure causes the bullet
to leave the barrel faster in order for the pressure to
be released. Because the bullet is traveling at a faster rate, it is less affected by gravity
and therefore drops less in flight. This series of cause and effect between powder charge
weight, chamber pressure, and bullet velocity is responsible for the correlations between
increasing powder charge and POI. For the purpose of this thesis, velocity will be
referred to as a function of pressure; when pressure iiss increased, velocity will be said to
have increased.
Figure 5.a

In ladder-loaded
loaded ammunition, the powder charge in each subsequent cartridge increases
so the POI for the series of cartridges would be expected to steadily increase. However,
this is not the case. During a Ladder Test, there should come a point in the firing
sequence where the POI of subsequent cartridges begin to cluster around each other
instead of steadily
ily increasing. Subsequent shots within this cluster may have a POI that
does not rise
se as much as previous loads or have a POI that falls. Figure 5.a shows this
phenomena. This indicates that the powder charges of these cartridges resides in an
accuracy node, where the variations in powder charge weights for these cartridges alter
POI less. Because the variation in powder charge weight has caused a smaller impact on
POI for these cartridges, a load developed with a powder charge within this range will be
more accurate than a load wit
with a powder charge outside of this range. To determine that
an accuracy node exists, at least 3 POIs must seem to group together. The Ladder Test
isolates these accuracy node
nodes and gives the loader an optimal powder charge range for
their handload.
racy node is important because it is almost impossible to have the exact same
An accuracy
charge weight in every cartridge of a load,, whether it is a handload or factory
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ammunition. Due to factory loading machine tolerances, commercial and industrial
powder scale sensitivities,
itivities, and even the weight of each individual granule of a gunpowder
type,, there will always be some level of inherent variance in the powder charge weight
for a load. At an accuracy node, the unavoidable powder cha
charge
rge weight variances will
affect accuracy
racy less. Since comparatively large, purposeful changes in powder charge
weight during the Ladder Test had a smaller effect on POI within the accuracy node than
outside of it, the small, inherent powder charge weight variances found in all ammunition
will also have a smaller effect on POI if loaded within the accuracy node.
The Ladder Test is not a comprehensive load development method, but provides a
starting point in designing a handload that produces the most consistent POIs (accuracy).
Holding bullet weight
eight and powder constant, the powder charge weight of a handload is
the most important single factor affecting POI consistency. Because each specific powder
recipe and bullet weight creates a completely different pressure/velocity curve, a change
in eitherr for a handload requires a new optimal powder charge weight to be determined.
The Ladder Test is a great way to determine the optimal powder charge for a specific
powder/bullet combination, but that is the only portion of a handload that the Ladder Test
will
ill determine. Other handloa
handload factors, such as optimal COAL or bullet seating depth,
depth
will have to be determined via other methods.

Conducting a Ladder Test
For the purpose of this thesis, a Ladder Test was conducted and the results were
Figure 6.a

analyzed. The testing rifle used was a Ruger M77 Ultralight chambered for the 308
Winchester cartridge,, shown in Figure 6.a. The Ruger M77 Ultralight is a light-weight
light
bolt action rifle with a thin profile
profile, 20 inch barrel. The Ruger M77 was designed to be an
excellent hunting, not target
target, rifle. This is especially true for the Ultralight version of the
M77 as the short, thin profile barrel lends itself to maneuverability and ease of carry and
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not extreme accuracy. As such, the Ruger M77 is not the best tes
testt rifle for judging the
validity of the Ladder Test, but was the only test rifle available.
A string of ten cartridges were loaded using the exact same components and
measurements
easurements except for powder charge. The first cartridge was loaded with 45.3 grains
off Reloader 15. Each subsequent cartridge had a larger powder charge by an interval of
0.2 grains, with the final cartridge having a powder charge of 48.0 grains.
The test rifle was secured in a lead sled,, a shooting rest that secures the rifle and absorbs
most of the recoil. This was used to help maintain a consistent POA for each shot. A lead
sled negates most, but not all, of the human error (variations in trigger pull, breathing
rate, etc.) encountered during firing that can affect the POI.
This string was
as then fired, in order of increasing powder charge, at a target located 100
yards away from the test rifle. After each shot, a label with the powder charge weight of
the cartridge was placed beside the POI for the bullet of that cartridge. The target was
then measured and the height of each POI was recorded.

Figure 6.b

Only the height portion of the measurement was used. Variations in powder charge, the
independent variable of this test, can only affect vertical changes in POI, not horizontal.
The horizontal changes in POI could have been caused by wind or human error while
shooting and are of no concern while studying powder charge variations.
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Ladder Test Results Analysis
The vertical POI measurements from the target (Figure 7.a) were then transferred into an
excel spreadsheet and graphed (Figure 7.b) in an effort to visually show the shot order
and isolate the vertical component of the POI groupings. By looking at the graph created
in excel of the POIs from the Ladder Test, two distinct acc
accuracy
uracy nodes can be found.
f
The
first, between shots one and three
three,, had a powder charge range of 0.6 grains (45.3 – 45.9
grains) but only had a maximum vertical POI distance of 0.56 inches. The second
accuracy node found in the results graph occurred between the fourth and sixth shots.
This node had a powder charge range of 0.6 grains (46.2 – 46.8 grains) and a maximum
vertical POI distance of 0.37

Ladder Test Results
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11.00
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inches.
The
he second accuracy node, located between cartridges four and six,, showed the smallest
variation in POIs. Also located within this accuracy node are the two POIs with the least
amount of vertical shift between successive shots. Cartridges four and five,
five loaded with
46.2 and 46.5 grains respectively, exhibited only a 0.06 (1/16) inch variance in vertical
POI, the smallestt variance between any two cartridges.
Because of this, a powder charge weight located w
within
ithin the second accuracy node should
sh
be chosen for all future handloads for the test rifle. Specifically, a charge weight between
b
46.2 and 46.5 grains would be the best candidate because it is between these two charge
weights where variations in charge weight affected POI the least. The optimal charge
weight is 46.4 grains, which is within the 46.2 – 46.5 grains window but closer
cl
to the
center of the accuracy node than 46.3 grains.
To fully understand the implications of the Ladder Test results, an understanding of how
accuracy nodes appear during a Ladder Test is needed. Remember that while gunpowder
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burns extremely fast, the conversion from a solid granule of gunpowder to a gas during
firing is not instantaneous. This is important because a powder’s burn rate is dependent
on the volume of where the ignition is contained. As the bullet is accelerated down the
barrel by the burning powder, the volume of the expanding gas increases; the cubic
volume the expanding gas occupies is larger when the bullet is farther down the barrel.
The powder’s burn rate, and therefore chamber pressure, decreases as the bullet is
accelerated down the barrel because of the additional volume created.
A larger powder charge increases the velocity of which the bullet accelerates down the
barrel, caused by the increased pressure from more available powder. A faster bullet
increases the volume available to the expanding gases at a quicker rate than a slower
bullet. Therefore, an increased powder charge will create more pressure, but the pressure
will be released quicker. This creates a pressure/velocity curve as a direct function of
powder charge weight. Because the relationship between powder charge and
pressure/velocity is non-linear, the relationship between powder charge weight and POI is

Figure 7.c

also non-linear. It is a cartridge’s powder charge weight position within the
pressure/velocity curve that creates the variances in vertical POI observed during a
Ladder Test. In other terms, it is the individual velocity (a function of pressure and
volume and therefore powder charge weight) of each bullet that determines its POI in
relation to other ladder-loaded cartridges. The non-linear interactions between increasing
volume and pressure account the vertical variations in POI observed in a Ladder Test.
Bullet velocity, and therefore vertical POI, may even decrease with a larger powder
charge because the faster rate of increasing volume counteracts the increase initial
combustion pressure.
Often times, during a Ladder Test, a chronograph is used to directly measure the bullet
muzzle velocity of each cartridge. The chronographed velocity results of a Ladder Test
can then be graphed, as in Figure 7.c. Here, a series of twenty cartridges with an
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increasing powder charge was shot and the velocities of each bullet were recorded.
Notice how the velocity curve shown in the graph is most stable between cartridges
fourteen and seventeen. A consistent POI would be expected from these cartridges
because their velocities show little variation so the pressure/velocity curve for the powder
charge weight range of these cartridges is stable.
A chronograph was not available during the test performed for this thesis, so the relative
velocity of each cartridge was determined by examining individual bullet POI in relation
to other POIs. A higher POI indicated a faster velocity than a lower POI. Where POI
showed little variability, the velocity created by the corresponding cartridges would be
assumed to vary little. When there is little variation in velocity, it is assumed that the
pressure/velocity curve for these cartridges is stable.
An accuracy node during a Ladder Test appears because the relationship between
pressure and volume at that powder charge weight range is such that the velocity of the
bullet changes little in comparison to those within another powder charge weight range.
In other words, the pressure/velocity curve within the accuracy node is more stable than it
is outside of the node. This stability allows for a consistent POI for cartridges loaded with
a charge weight within the accuracy node. Because the POIs for cartridges four through
seven during the test performed for this thesis exhibited the least variability, it is assumed
that the velocity created by these cartridges was relatively constant and therefore the
pressure/velocity curve is stable within a powder charge weight range of 46.2 and 46.8
grains.

Comparison of Handloaded Ammunition to Factory
Ammunition
The reasons people participate in shooting sports can vary greatly, including general
target practice/plinking, game hunting, and competition style shooting. While the
outcome of these activities varies greatly, they all provide enjoyment for the shooter. The
only caveat would be cases where hunting is done out of necessity, where the game meat
is needed strictly for sustenance. Even in this case, a level of enjoyment by the hunter is
likely still present.
For centerfire rifle ammunition, there are three main civilian-market segments with
corresponding products. These market-segments include recreational shooters, hunters,
and competition/match shooters. Although the products within each segment are distinct
and have specific purposes, it is not uncommon for a single shooter to purchase
ammunition from several market segments. For example, a consumer who is an active
deer hunter and buys factory hunting ammunition, may purchase ammunition offerings
intended for recreational or competition shooters during non-hunting season.
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Recreation
The segment of recreational shooters includes consumers who purchase ammunition
solely based on functionality. The only concern of recreational shooters purchasing
ammunition is that it functions properly in their firearms. This is because the enjoyment
for recreational shooters is derived only from the act of firing. Concerns such as ballistic
or terminal performance and accuracy are not a high priority for these consumers. The
ballistics, terminal performance, or accuracy of the ammunition, matter little to a
recreational shooter. The defining characteristic of recreational shooters is that they are
not willing to pay for modest increases in these factors. They knowingly buy the lowest
quality ammunition available for its economic value.
Ammunition for recreational shooters is predominantly referred to as “target”
ammunition. It is assembled using the cheapest, most readily available components.
Bullets used in target ammunition are usually either just lead or covered by a Full-Metal
Jacket, known as FMJs, where the lead bullet is completely incased in a thin copper layer.
Lead and FMJ bullets are the most common and therefore the cheapest to use.
Consistency between cases is often low; case length and thickness can vary. The cases for
target ammunition are often made of steel instead of brass because it is cheaper. The
powder and primers used for target ammunition are likewise of a lesser quality, but still
completely functional and safe to use.
Target ammunition is usually bought and used in bulk. It is not uncommon for centerfire,
target rifle ammunition to be bought by the hundreds. Steel cased, FMJ 308 Winchester
ammunition can be found online for as low as $0.48 per cartridge. Because only brass
cases can be reloaded, for comparison purposes only brass cased target ammunition will
be considered. Also, steel cases can cause more wear on firearm parts (steel is stronger
than brass) and are avoided by some shooters for this reason. Brass cased, FMJ target
ammunition can be found online for as low as $0.68 per cartridge.

Hunting and Self-Defense
The hunting and self-defense market differs from the recreation market segment because
ammunition concerns beyond basic functionality are of extreme importance to these
consumers. Even the factor of ammunition functionality is more critical for these
consumers. Relatively common shooting failures such as failure to fire, failure to feed,
and failure to eject can be caused either by the firearm or the ammunition. A shooting
failure during a hunting or self-defense situation can be devastating and is not tolerated
by these consumers. Because of this, failures in ammunition designed for these purposes
are much more uncommon than in target ammunition. Ammunition products that receive
a reputation for these failures do not survive long in this market.
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Beyond increased functionality, terminal performance is another ammunition factor
important in this market. Terminal performance refers to how effective a bullet is in
incapacitating its target. This is achieved via the force exhibited by the bullet when it
reaches its target, the penetration depth within the target, and the expansion of the bullet
during penetration.
Basic physics determines that force is the product of mass and velocity. Consumers
within this market are greatly concerned with the force generated by their ammunition so
the bullets used in hunting and self-defense ammunition tend to be heavier and faster
propelled than bullets in the recreation market. For a bullet to be heavier, it must contain
more matter, requiring more lead than their lighter counterparts. To propel a heavier
bullet to a higher velocity, a cartridge must contain either a higher quality powder or
more of it, and often both. All else being equal, an increased velocity also means the
bullet will penetrate further. These factors increase the cost for both the bullet and
powder components for ammunition within these markets.
The requirements of consumers within the market also dictate that the bullets be
constructed differently, beyond just being heavier. The common lead and FMJ bullets
popular in target ammunition are not appropriate for use in hunting or self-defense. Lead
is a relatively soft metal that is deformed by the high pressures of firing, causing
inconsistencies in accuracy not acceptable to consumers within this market. The complete
covering of the lead bullet in FMJ bullets does not allow the bullet to expand much once
it has hit its target. Bullet expansion is important because it creates a larger wound within
the target and also slows the bullet down so that it converts more energy from its velocity
into the target. FMJ bullets that do not expand, tend to pass through the target which
wastes energy as velocity once it is beyond the target. This makes FMJ less effective for
hunting and self-defense purposes than other bullet types and also more dangerous. A
bullet that passes through a target while maintaining a high velocity may go on to hit
another, unintended target.
Soft point (SP) ammunition is similar to FMJ but instead of completely covering the lead
bullet in copper, it leaves the tip of the lead bullet exposed so that it can deform and
expand on impact. SP ammunition is popular for hunting because it allows for expansion
but does not severely alter the cost of the bullet.
Another popular hunting and self-defense bullet type is the hollow point (HP). An HP is a
bullet that instead of having a normal, pointed tip, the forward end of the bullet is just an
empty space. When striking a target at relatively lower velocities, like velocities achieved
from handgun cartridges, this empty space is much more effective at allowing expansion
than an SP. At higher velocities, such as velocities achieved from centerfire rifle
cartridges, the expansion caused by the HP is so great that the bullet will break apart
violently within the target. This is excellent for varmint hunting where deep bullet
penetration is not needed for target incapacitation, but unacceptable for self-defense or
large game hunting where bullet penetration is a vital factor.
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To counteract this [what? clarify what “this” refers to], bullets featuring a polymer tip
have become popular within this market. Upon impact, the polymer tip is pushed into a
small empty space within the lead of the bullet, effectively splitting the end of it causing
rapid, controlled expansion. This creates the ideal situation of bullet expansion similar to
a low velocity HP but at a much higher velocity.
Hunting and self-defense ammunition for centerfire rifles is usually bought in individual
packages of twenty cartridges each. Ammunition in this market segment is sometimes
bought in bulk when consumers wish to train with the same ammunition they will use for
hunting or self-defense. Because there is so much variety in components used for
ammunition within this market, price ranges for hunting and self-defense ammunition can
vary greatly but will always demand a premium over target grade ammunition.
For price comparison purposes between the handloads used in this thesis and factory
ammunition, factory cartridges loaded with the same bullets as the testing ammunition,
Hornady 150-grain SSTs, will be considered. Hornady’s Superformance hunting line of
ammunition featuring a 150-grain SST bullet can be found online for $26.99 for a box of
twenty cartridges or $1.35 per cartridge.

Competition/Match
There are many types of sporting competitions involving firearms. For rifles, the most
popular competitions revolve around a single factor, accuracy. Whereas for consumers
within the hunting and self-defense market segments, accuracy is just a means to an end,
for a competition shooter accuracy is the ultimate goal. Match quality firearms are often
priced substantially higher than their non-match contemporaries, easily into the realm of
several thousand dollars for a single firearm. Likewise, match grade ammunition is often
priced several times higher than target or hunting ammunition. This increased price is
caused by factors in the assembling process not present for ammunition products intended
for other market segments.
The main difference in manufacturing match grade ammunition compared to ammunition
intended for other market segments is the tolerances during assembly. The accuracy of
match grade ammunition occurs because the variances that are allowed between each
cartridge are extremely small. Variables such as case thickness and length, powder charge
weight, and bullet jacket thickness are as highly controlled as mass production can allow
for.
The components used in match grade ammunition are of the highest quality. Cases that
are reloaded from match grade ammunition can usually be loaded more times than cases
reused from target grade ammunition. The powders and primers used in match grade
ammunition are also high quality and insure consistent ignition and pressure. The bullets
used in match grade ammunition are usually polymer tipped or feature a boat tail and a
hollow-point (BTHP). Boat tail bullets are tapered at the base so that the base is smaller
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than the thickest portion of the bullet. This is done to increase the bullet’s Ballistic
Coefficient, which is the theoretical measurement of how well the bullet resists air drag.
Much of the air drag that affects a bullet in flight occurs on the base of the bullet, so
decreasing the surface area of the base decreases drag. A small hollow point is used in
BTHP bullets because a small hollow area in the tip of the bullet has been shown to be an
inherently accurate design. These hollow areas are so small in BTHPs that they are
unsuitable for hunting or self-defense purpose even though they are technically HP
bullets. BTHP bullets are of the highest quality available and manufactured to the tightest
tolerances because their only purpose is as a match quality ammunition component.
Match quality ammunition, like hunting or self-defense ammunition, for centerfire rifles
is often packaged in twenty round boxes. It can also be bought in bulk, with a modest
price savings per box. Because the range of tolerances and components used in, and
therefore accuracy of, match grade ammunition will vary by manufacture, the prices of
math grade ammunition will also vary. Match grade, 308 Winchester ammunition from
Hornady can be found online for as low as $23.95 for a box of twenty or $1.20 per
cartridge. Lapua, an industry leader in match grade ammunition and components, has
match grade 308 Winchester offerings priced at upwards of $4.00 per cartridge.

Handloaded Ammunition
The benefits of handloading ammunition have already been discussed, so this section will
focus on the relative price point of handloads over similarly loaded factory ammunition.
Below is an itemized cost break down of the ammunition assembled during the testing
portion of this thesis.
Cases – The cases were purchased in a bag of fifty for $26.50 or $0.53 per case.
However, cases are the one component that can be reused several times. It is not
uncommon for 308 Winchester cases to be safely loaded up to ten times. For comparison
purposes, a case life of five loadings is assumed. This gives a conservative cost for cases
of slightly more than $0.10 per use.
Bullet – The Hornady SST bullets were purchased in a package of 100 for $29.99 or
$0.30 per bullet. SST bullets feature a polymer tip that is design for hunting purposes.
Powder – One pound of Reloader 15 powder was purchased at $23.99. The optimal
charge weight found during testing was 46.4 grains, or .106 ounces, of Reloader 15. The
one pound of Reloader 15 would provide 150, 46.4 grain powder charges for a cost of
$0.16 per powder charge.
Primer – CCI 200 Large Rifle primers were purchased for the project at a cost of $3.99
for 100 primers. This accounts for a $0.04 primer cost per cartridge.
Using the cost break down above, the total cost of each handloaded cartridge is $0.60.
This cost is figured using a conservative case life of only five loadings and without the
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cost benefits of buying components in bulk quantities. With factory, brass cased, target
ammunition, assembled using the cheapest components with the lowest tolerances, selling
at a minimum price of $0.68 per cartridge, the handloaded ammunition is the cheapest on
a shot per shot bases. The handloaded ammunition is 125% cheaper than comparable
hunting and self-defense ammunition. Because handloading allows for greater fine tuning
and higher tolerances than even match grade ammunition, a well-developed handload will
perform better than any match grade ammunition. Even with a better expected
performance, the handloads in this test cost half as much as the cheapest available match
grade ammunition.
The economic impacts handloaded ammunition can have for a shooter are staggering,
regardless of their market segment. Recreational shooters see a cost savings of $0.08 per
cartridge using handloads instead of factory loaded target ammunition, which adds up
quickly with the volume of ammunition consumed by recreational shooting. The
recreation shooter realizes this savings even while using higher quality components than
normal used in target grade ammunition. Cheaper, FMJ bullets could be loaded to further
increase the cost savings of handloaded ammunition over factory target ammunition.
Compared to the factory loaded Hornady Superformance ammunition, the handloads in
this test see a cost savings of $0.75 per shot. The handloaded ammunition uses the exact
same 150-grain SST bullet as the Superformance but with a significant costs savings.
Because they both use the same polymer tipped bullet, both would make excellent
hunting ammunition and are comparable within the hunting and self-defense market
segment.
The purpose of the Ladder Test is to locate accuracy nodes to determine the optimal
powder charge weight for a specific rifle. This combined with the tight tolerances in the
reloading process makes for handloaded ammunition that surpasses match grade
ammunition in terms of accuracy. The cheapest match grade ammunition available for
308 Winchester costs $0.60 more than the handloaded ammunition. For half the cost of
the cheapest factory match grade ammunition, a handloader can assemble ammunition
that will outperform even the best match grade ammunition.
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Illustrations
Figure 1.a (Original Photograph)
A snapshot of the handloading work area.
Figure 2.a (Source 1)
An example of a cartridge with the individual components labeled.
Figure 2.b (Source 2)
An example of a rifle with the individual parts labeled.
Figure 4.a (Source 3)
Case dimensions diagram and measurements for the 308 Winchester cartridge found in
the Speer Reloading Manual #14
Figure 4.b (Source 3)
Powder charge start and max weights listing for 150-grain bullets found in the Speer
Reloading Manual #14.
Figure 4.c (Original Photograph)
Cases being lubed on the RCBS case lubrication pad. Case lube is applied to the pad and
the cases are rolled on the pad to lubricate the cases before sizing.
Figure 4.d (Source 3)
Inside view of a sizing die with a case inserted to show how the case conforms to the
inside of the sizing die. The expander ball is clearly visible on the sizing spindle.
Figure 4.e (Original Photograph)
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The reloading press with the sizing die installed and a cartridge case on the shell holder
with the ram in the down position.
Figure 4.f (Original Photograph)
Case length, after sizing, being measured with digital calipers. A case length of 2.005”
+/- 0.001 was used for this project.
Figure 4.g (Original Photograph)
Viewed from the bottom of the case, an unprimed case is on the left with a primed case
on the right. The primer pocket and flash hole of the unprimed case is clearly visible. The
installed primer can be seen in the case on the right.

Figure 4.h (Original Photograph)
Cases within a loading block are shown in front of the powder scale. On either side of the
powder scale is the powder within its factory packaging and the powder trickler.
Figure 4.i (Original Photograph)
On the left is a case that has been charged with powder. The powder is visible by looking
into the case mouth. An uncharged case is on the right. It is important to visibly check
each case for powder before charging it to avoid adding too much powder to a case.
Figure 4.j (Original Photograph)
Cartridge Overall Length (COAL) being measured with digital calipers during bullet
seating. A COAL of 2.750” +/- 0.001” was used for this project. Measuring COAL is a
way to track bullet seating depth to make sure it is consistent.
Figure 4.k (Source 3)
Inside view of a bullet being seated into a case within the seating die. The seating stem
can be seen at the top of the bullet.
Figure 4.l (Original Photograph)
A case installed within the press with a bullet set on the case mouth. The press ram is in
the downward position and the bullet is ready to be seated within the case.
Figure 4.m (Original Photograph)
The bullet from Figure 4.1 has been seated within the case. The press ram was raised to
insert the case and bullet into the seating die. The seating stem within the die forced the
bullet into the case mouth, seating it within the case.
Figure 4.n (Original Photograph)
Three completed cartridges are shown together.
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Figure 5.a (Source 4)
A drawing showing the expected outcome of shooting a Ladder Test. The POI is shown
steadily increasing in correspondence with the powder charge until an accuracy node,
depicted in green, appears.
Figure 6.a (Original Photograph)
The testing rifle, a Ruger M77 Ultralight chambered in 308 Winchester, is shown before
being removed from its carrying case.
Figure 6.b (Original Photograph)
The testing set up is shown. The testing rifle is secured within the lead sled and being
aimed at the target in preparation for firing. As seen in the picture, safety equipment,
including impact glasses and earplugs, were used at all times during testing.
Figure 7.a (Original Photograph)
Testing target after all cartridges have been fired. The POI for each cartridge has been
labeled with the corresponding powder charge.
Figure 7.b (Original Image)
The excel-generated graph of the testing target. The vertical POI of each cartridge is
graphed against its powder charge weight.
Figure 7.c (Source 6)
A graph created by plotting the velocities of each cartridge, observed with a chronograph,
during a Ladder Test. Accuracy nodes, places where the velocity is constant or drops with
an increased powder charge, can be seen on the graph.
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